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Evapco - Cooling Towers
We are cooling tower people! Evapco offers a variety of
quality equipment including: cooling towers, ice thermal
storage, adiabatic coolers, and dry coolers. In addition to
equipment systems, Evapco offers in stock replacement parts
and water treatments.

Lakos - Filtration Separators
Lakos filtration systems come in a variety of configurations
including full stream, side stream, and different microns
efficiency ratings. Filter performance is rated to remove 98% of
solids 44 microns and larger in a single pass on the high
efficiency models!

Kelvion - Dry Coolers, Plate and Frame Heat Exchangers
Kelvion has been in the business for over 100 years! Their drive
for energy efficiency and smarter systems has given them a
leading edge in the market. Their products most commonly
offered by FIS are dry coolers, and plate and frame heat
exchangers.

High-K - Heat Exchanger
Here at FIS, we manufacture our own shell and tube heat
exchanger! The High-K is truly like no other with its custom
applications and gasketed end. The gasketed end of this heat
exchanger allows for the unit to be cleaned and inspected
without downtime.

Franklin Control Systems - VFD
Franklon controls offers starters, drives, and VFD packages.
Franklin’s cooling tower control pannels offer options such as:
basin heater control, vibration cut-out, water level control power,
spray pump starter, and energy saving modes.

Rovanco - Underground Pipping
Rovanco manufactures pre-Insulated and specialty piping. They
have recently introduced the addition of Rhinoflex piping to their
product line. Rovanco also offers large diameter PEX piping up to
16” that can come in the standard 20’ and 40’ lengths or in coils
up to 2,500ft in length.

SMARDT- Air Cooled Chillers
Smardt oil-free centrifugal chillers offer one of the highest IPLV
energy efficiencies and the lowest lifetime operating costs in their
capacity ranges 60 TR through 2500 TR in water-cooled, 60 TR
through 450 TR in air-cooled and 60 TR through 300 TR in
evaporative-cooled.

VTS - Air Handling Units
VTS is a manufacture of Air Handling Units, Heating Units, and Air
Curtains. VTS prides themselves on the shortest delivery time for the
market (as little as three weeks), competitive pricing, and high
manufacturing quality. VTS Ventus air handling units are universal,
reliable, and energy saving devices.

Delta Therm Corp. - Heat Trace
Delta-Therm manufactures heat trace for the following
applications: snow melting, roof de-Icing, pipe Tracing, permafrost
prevention and infrared heaters.

Pentair - Auora Pumps
Pentair is the parent company of Aurora Pumps. The Pentair 3800
series is most commonly used in HVAC applications and is a direct
replacement to the largest installed base.

Air Solution Company
Air Solution Company is a manufacturer of externally mounted
Cottonwood Filter Screens (commonly called Air Inlet Filters, Intake
Filters, Equipment Protection Screens and Bug Screens). They are
specifically engineered for use on cooling towers, air cooled
chillers and condensers, rooftop units, louver panels and other
HVAC air intake systems.
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